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Maturing is not the beginning of the finish, but is part of God's eternal plan for human happiness. Through
this publication, readers will tap into the wisdom and grace that come with aging and discover the keys to
maturing in the way God intended. 5-1/2 x 8-1/4 190-web page paperback;
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I especially enjoyed Key 8 I especially enjoyed Essential 8, Give of You to ultimately Others. Needed this
publication for a class. Sometimes I include a Swarovski crystal presentwhich is definitely tied with a
golden bow. Fresh - emotionally healthy - beautiful perspectives! GROWTH TOWARD MATURITY Very
beneficial!Janet Ritz interesting model Professor Johnson has developed a fascinating model for the
psychological measurements of spiritual growth. Five Stars This was an excellent study for our Bible study
group. Provided the nature of both spirituality and psychology it is always an approximation. The model
does make sense in many ways, however, in fact it is definitely worthy of reading and pondering. Quite
profound message in a very readable style. Not much to state. When I give this book to a special friend, I tag
that chapter and writea message to my pal about how very much I admire her and what a gift she is to others.
It arrived as mentioned, very happy.This book is inspirational for all ages. very satisfied. A must read for
anyone interest in maturing rather than getting old. However, I think it would have already been even better
as a book study for middle aged individuals. Ed Springer Love It Great read for individuals who have a
problem with aging and pension! When she talks about the tiny crystal present, I hope she will recognize
that it really is symbolic of the present she actually is to others.! A model is certainly some sort of
hypothesis which seeks to take into account the specifics as we know them. Great Advice for Aging I used
this reserve in a book research for seniors and it had been great. Good message about integrating physical,
psychological and spiritual aspects of living the second half of life.
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